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In the next Issue of Tramways
Monthly: We hope to bring you
coverage of the transport event at
the Manchester Museum of Science
& Industry, featuring two very special
visiting trams! Plus an exclusive
preview of the 2009 Blackpool
illuminations season, and much
much more, including all the latest
news and views from tram and light
rail systems across Britain and the rest
of the world. Don't miss it!

Welcome…
Welcome to Issue 7 of Tramways Monthly. This Issue, as I‟m sure
you have noticed, has been released earlier than usual, oweing
to the fact that I am on holiday in Venice over the usual release
date! And yes, as has been pointed out to me by several
members of the Crich Workshop team, there are no trams in
Venice… but apparently there are “water trams” and a metro
using ex-Russian submarines…
This month has been another busy one as far as trams are
concerned, with several special events taking place, as well as
some major shunting at Crich to enable the Steam Locomotive
John Bull to go on it‟s holidays to Manchester for their BeyerGarrat event. Other tram events have included Blackpool‟s Tram
Sunday, Crich‟s Enthusiasts‟ Day and the Leeds Transport Event –
all three of which are featured in this magazine, as well as much,
much more. Other notable events this month have included the
delivery of the first new Metrolink unit, as seen on the front cover
and elsewhere in this Issue, the stair cases of London United
Tramways 159 being permantly fixed in place, more reliverying of
Blackpool trams and much, much more.
My thanks go to everyone who has used the Forum since the last
Issue, and also everyone who has contributed material for this
Issue. However, despite this, we are now starting to see ourselves
at a defecit for the next few months. We are running out of
Features and Pictorials that are in stock to use, and it is also
difficult to cover much tram news outside of the UK as myself
and the rest of the Editorial Team do not have a big knowledge
of non-UK systems. The same goes for UK second-generation
systems, which have also been lacking in some Issues, If you can
help with anything at all, please do send it in. Even if it has been
previously published on, for example, a Yahoo! Group, some
people may not have seen it – especially if it was a series of
photographs as attachments before Yahoo! started saving
attachments on the Group sites. Any content at all will be very
much appreciated, and it is the only way that we will be able to
keep Tramways Monthly alive.

Jack Gordon, 21/07/09
Tramways Monthly Editor
jack.gordon@tramways-monthly.com
Assistant Editor’s Thoughts…
Everyone knows that 2010 is going to be a very special year for British
trams, but 2009 is certainly shaping up to be pretty spectacular as well and as ever, Tramways Monthly is bringing you coverage of some of
the best events from the past month. My personal highlight was
probably being able to ride on Stockport 5 for the first time in six
years(!), although an honourable mention should go to Crich Tramway
Village for arranging one of their best tramcar line-ups in years... more
on that later. I'm particularly excited that we have contributions from a
few people outside of the Editorial Team in this month's magazine, and I
hope that this will inspire some more of our loyal readers to submit
contributions for future publication! Andrew Waddington, 24/07/09
Front Cover: The first of the new Manchester Metrolink units, 3001, is seen on a
low-loader at Hull Docks, en route to Manchester. The tram is of an M5000
design, and more details can be seen elsewhere in this Issue. Paul Derrick

Latest News...
New tram arrives in
Manchester
Monday 13th July was an historic day in
British tramway history, as it saw the
arrival of a brand new tram at the
Manchester Metrolink system. The tram,
which has already been allocated fleet
number 3001, travelled from Vienna, via
Rotterdam to Hull, where it arrived on
the morning of Sunday 12th July, before
being
transported
overnight
to
Manchester with a police escort.
Amazingly, this massive articulated car
was transported in one piece on one
very long lorry, and it certainly made a
very impressive sight!

Metrolink M5000 No. 3001 is seen on a low-loader at Hull
Docks. Paul Derrick

3001 is the first of a proposed 40 trams for Metrolink, all of which are
being built by Bombardier (who are of course also constructing
Blackpool's new 'supertrams'). The vehicle cost more than £2 million,
and is expected to be extensively tested during the summer and
autumn before hopefully entering passenger service towards the
end of this year. As the tram is a new design to Manchester, all
exisiting drivers will also need to be familiarised with it before it can
settle down into a regular pattern of operation. The new fleet are
being bought to operate a greatly expanded Metrolink network,
which will hopefully be up and running by 2012. The tram is already
painted in the new Metrolink livery, but it remains unclear whether
the older trams will be repainted to match it.

Blackpool Brush 634 is safe
Blackpool Brush Railcoach 634 has been sold by Blackpool
Transport to a private individual, who has agreed that it will go to
the Rushden Historical Transport Society in Northamptonshire. The
tram is expected to leave Blackpool before the end of this year.
Although the musuem collection at Rushden includes a number of
other vehicles, 634 is their first tramcar. Initial plans are for a the
tram to receive cosmetic work including a full repaint in a more
authentic livery than the Cala Gran advert presenly carried, but
consideration has already been given to the possibility of powering
it with a generator at some point in the future!
634 last ran in the 2004 illuminations and was part of the infamous
fleet cull at the end of that season. It has sat in the tram
depot gathering dust ever since, but as we far as we know it
is still largely intact, making it a great choice for this project.
We would like to wish everyone involved in the preservation
of the tram lots of luck for the future, and we are delighted
to see another former Blackpool car go to a good home!
For more information about 634's future home, please visit:
http://www.rhts.co.uk/
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News in brief
Bye Bye Bridge!
A small yet significant piece of
Blackpool history was made on
14th July, when the footbridge
near
the
Tower
was
demolished. The trams had to
finish early that day so that the
work could be carried out
safely in the evening, but
normal service resumed the
next day.
The bridge was built in 1976
and crossed over both the
promenade road and the
tramway, as well as offering
great views of the trams from
above. The demolition had
actually been proposed as
long ago as 1994 as part of a
scheme to improve the area's
appearance for the Tower's
Centenary that year, but this
has been deferred more times
than
most
people
can
remember. However, we can
confirm that it has now finally
gone!

News in brief
Rare outing for Stockport
5
The elusive Stockport 5
operated a full system tour on
Saturday 18th July for the
benefit of its owners and other
guests. The outing included a
long run from Starr Gate to
Fleetwood Ferry; maybe for the
last time on this tram? Another
unexpected highlight saw 5
posed alongside Bolton 66 at
North Pier for a very rare photo
opportunity, and there were
also photo stops at Starr Gate
and Thornton Gate.

New advert for
Centenary 647
Blackpool Centenary car 647 has
received a new advert livery for
B&M Bargains. The vinyls have
simply been stuck over the top of
the previous yellow livery, but as
the sides are completely covered,
very little yellow is left showing. The
car entered service in its new
guise on 17th July.

Latest News...
Farewell to Fleetwood
The Lancastrian Transport Trust have revealed a series of ambitious
tram tours to be held over the final weekend of this year's
Blackpool illuminations. As the tramway is closing over winter, this
will be the last chance of a ride on the system this year - and more
significantly, it will give enthusiasts their final chance to ride over
the entire system from Starr Gate to Fleetwood Ferry until 2012! As
previously reported in Tramways Monthly, the line will close
between Starr Gate and Pleasure Beach, and from Fisherman's
Walk to Fleetwood Ferry at the end of this year for upgrading, and
is not expected to re-open until the new supertrams are in service.
This weekend will therefore be the last time that the core service to
Fleetwood is operated by traditional British tramcars.
A total of six tours will take place - three on Saturday 7th November,
and three more on Sunday 8th November. The tours have been
arranged by the LTT with support from TRAMS magazine, and
thanks to these two organisations it should be a very special
weekend indeed. The following trams are currently scheduled to
operate:
Saturday morning - Fleetwood Box car 40 & wartime Brush car 623
Saturday afternoon - Coronation cars 304 & 660
Saturday evening - Twin set 673+683 & Balloon 700
Sunday morning - Boat 600 & 'Princess Alice' 706
Sunday afternoon - Heritage liveried Balloon cars 703 & 712
Sunday evening - Standard 147 & Balloon 717
Please note that all trams are subject to availability, and that Boat
600 will be substituted if the weather is too bad for it to run. In
addition to the above, Blackpool Transport are believed to be
marking the temporary closure of the tramway to Fleetwood in
some way after the third Sunday tour, but it isn't yet known what
this will involve.
In response to the
arrangements listed
above, the Heaton
Park Leeds day on
8th November has
been changed
slightly, and the
tramway is now
expected to close at
least one hour earlier
than expected. The
idea is to allow visitors
to travel to Blackpool
in time for the last
tour with cars 147 &
717, without missing
any of the festivities in
Manchester!
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Latest News...
Starr Gate depot
approved
At last, the new tram depot at
Blackpool has been given the final
seal of approval. Five Blackpool
councillors voted in favour of the
project, against four who voted
against - talk about a close call!
Most readers will be aware that the
new depot will be built at Starr
Gate, on land currently occupied
Frigate 736 is seen at Starr Gate, close to the site of the
by a car park and a go-kart track.
proposed new depot. Tony Waddington
Construction of the elaborate new
building is likely to start towards the end of the year and will
cost £20 million. However, despite the project being given a
Starr Gate collision
green light, some Fylde residents are still unhappy with the
On 24th June, there was an
loaction of the new building. Blackpool Light Craft Club have
incident
on
the
Blackpool
tramway
when
yellow
Centenary
reportedly objected to the decision, stating that boats and
car 642 ran into the back of
jet-skiers could be at risk as the new depot will block the view
Balloon 721, which was parked at
out to sea from the promenade. Some locals are also
the loading stop at Starr Gate. It is
concerned about the effect that the building will have on
not entirley clear what happened
property value in the immediate vicinity.
or what damage the trams

News in brief

Although everyone is entitled to their views, here at Tramways
Monthly we are happy that common sense has prevailed,
and that the tramway upgrade can now go ahead without
any further disruptions (we hope!).

Leeds horse tram goes on show
On Sunday 19th July, a new transport festival was held at the
Elland Road football stadium at Leeds. Although
predominantly featuring preserved buses, there was one item
of great interest to tram enthusiasts on display: the partlyrestored saloon of Leeds horse tram 107. Built in 1897, this car
is currently being extensively restored by members of the
Leeds Transport Historical Society, who have previously
supported various Leeds trams which are now based at Crich.
This was the first chance for the public to see 107 since work
on it commenced in 2005, and whilst there wasn't much of it
to see, it is already clear that an awful lot of effort and money
have been put into the vehicle. It is hoped that 107 will be
finished in about three years, but this will obviously depend on
the level of volunteer input and donations!
Despite clashing with the 25th annual Fleetwood Transport
Festival (aka Tram Sunday), the event seemed well-attended
and attracted a good number of visiting buses for the day, as
well as the horse car.
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sustained, but 642 had to be
towed back to the depot, whilst
721 ran back under power.
Since the accident occured both
trams have received workshop
attention and 721 returned on 7th
July, whilst 642 was noted back in
service on 18th with what appears
to be a new dash panel at one
end.

Tramways Monthly
Addendum
In last month's Blackpool Pictorial
we included a photo of 761, 734
and 66 lined up at Tower. This was
incorrectly labelled as being taken
at North Pier; our apologies go to
readers for any inconveniance
caused by this error.

Tramways Monthly Stats
During July 2009, we had 640
unique visitors to the website, and
4.50 GB of bandwith were used.
The busiest day was the 3rd July.
Issue 6 had a total of 244
downloads during this reporting
period. In total, there were 47751
“hits” across the site. Our forum
had 616 unique visitors, 34989 hits
and over 467MB of data was
transferred.

News in brief
New timetable for
Blackpool
The Blackpool tramway kicked
off its "peak summer" season on
Monday 20th July with a brand
new timetable. During the
daytime this is basically the
same as the "early summer"
timetable introuduced in late
May; a 20 minute Starr Gate to
Fleetwood service alternates
with a 20 minute intermediate
service from Starr Gate to
Cleveleys. This is operated
entirley by double-deckers, but
whether this will last up to
November 8th is unknown.
The main change concerns the
evenings,
when
the
intermediate service terminates
at
Bispham
instead
of
Cleveleys, allowing two trams
to return to depot. One of the
seven Fleetwood service cars is
also booked to run in early,
meaning that the Fleetwood
trams revert to winter running
times after dusk. Without
wanting to sound too negative,
it is very much hoped that this
won't continue during the
illuminations, when trams often
struggle to keep to time as it is!
An enhanced Saturday service
has also been introduced
utilising
fifteen
cars
plus
specials.
However
the
increased
frequency
to
Fleetwood employed last year
on Tuesdays has been axed
due to the transfer of many
elderly passengers to the
promenade bus.

Latest News...
Cardiff 131 wins award
The Tramway Museum Society's superbly restored Cardiff
water car 131 has been named the winner of the prestigious
'Peter Allan Award' by the Transport Trust, in recognition of the
maginificent restoration job undertaken on the tram. Current
TMS President Richard Clarke and Richard Stead collected
the award from HRH Prince Michael of Kent at a special
ceremony on 24th June. Our congratulations go to everyone
who worked so hard on 131 - it's very well deserved!

Steam tram to visit Manchester
2009 is shaping up to be a great year for tram loans. First we
had Cardiff horse car 21 at Crich Tramway Village, closely
followed by Manchester L53's visit to Beamish Museum.
However, an event that is due to take place next month
could well see the most bizarre tram loan for many years take
place!
The Manchester Museum of Science & Industry (MOSI) have
requested the loan of the Tramway Museum Society's steam
tram engine 'John Bull' to co-incide with their transport
exhibition which is being held from 8th - 16th August. Subject
to final confirmation, the tram would be on static display at
the museum for this event. It is also hoped that Manchester
L53 will visit the museum for this event (that tram certainly gets
around!). The Heaton Park tramway is also due to be open
daily for the duration of the event, providing a great excuse
to visit both attractions!
The MOSI are not new to borrowing trams; Blackpool 4
previously ran there on a short demonstration line during the
1980s. The Musuem also previously housed the remains of
Manchester, Bury, Rochdale & Oldham steam tram 84, which
has since been transferred to the TMS store at Clay Cross.

Cardiff 131 and John Bull are seen on the depot fan at Crich on the
18th July. Jack Gordon
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Special Feature...
HEATON PARK TRAMWAY
‘MANCHESTER 60’ - A VIEW FROM THE OTHER SIDE
By John Whitehouse
On Sunday 14th June, the Heaton Park Tramway held a special event to commemorate the 60th
anniversary of the closure of Manchester’s first generation tram system. The tramway’s Operations
Manager, John Whitehouse, played a major role in the organisation of this event, and has kindly
written the following account of the day’s events.
The day actually began the previous Tuesday. I
had a rare day off work and had gone in to set
up the temporary display of Manchester‟s
Tramways. This was quite an interesting venture I
hope to expand on as Manchester‟s Tramway
history includes not only the City Trams but also
Trafford Park estates gas Trams, Michael
Holroyd Smith‟s demonstration line with a
Blackpool Conduit car and the British Electric
Car Co. factory, as well as Metrolink and the
Heritage line. During the day it became evident
that the heavy traffic from the Oasis concert
had caused some damage to the road on the
Ben & Jake prepare to take L53 to the park gates for the
hill and as a consequence Track damage.
first run of the day. John Whitehouse
Some rail joints were dug up and fettled with a
few more to be done later. During the day 752 was also fitted with a swivel trolley!
Just as I thought all was well and ready, whilst waiting for a Tram at Little Bispham on Friday I
received the news that Murdoch and Noble (from Bradford Industrial Museum) would be
unavailable. Some serious grovelling later and Latham Shires were able to step in, this now being
their third appearance. Ben and Jake have got the Tram sussed and are truly delightful to work
with, as are the humans they bring with them.
Leeds 6 (complete with blackout masks) waits opposite the
tram depot, behind Manchester 765 & L53. John Whitehouse
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Come Sunday morning and on arrival at
09.00 it was obvious that 752‟s trolley had
moved since Tuesday and was sitting at
90º to the wire! With less than an inch to
spare in depot it was pushed out with 6
and with no time for repairs it was coupled
up and towed to Lakeside where it was to
sit on the rarely used siding for the day. It
did reach this point under its own power on
the Tuesday. A few onlookers taking part in
a fun run watched this spectacle with
bemusement. Next out was L53 all polished
and primed. We locked the Middleton
Road points to the left track and used the

centre crossover – the usual pattern
being L53 Middleton Road to Whitegate
and the electrics Lakeside to centre
crossover (Middleton Road while L53 is
on break).
For those interested in the technicality
of such things, the 20 minute timetable
operates until L53 is ready. The electric
trip as the horses are harnessed
terminates at depot. On returning and
while L53 operates, the electric service
follows it down, turning at centre
crossover and returning to depot. It sets
off as L53 starts moving, arriving at
L53 seen carrying the children in Victorian costume; notice the
Lakeside and awaiting instruction. The
'Votes for Women' placard being brandished from the upper
deck! John Whitehouse
Duty Inspector (yes, that‟s usually me
again) travels up on L53 and calls the electrics down to Whitegate whilst L53 turns. Then L53 and
the lead electric car wait together for a few minutes. L53 heads off and the electric cars follow it
down 1 – 2 mins. later and the whole thing repeats. I did devise a rough timetable which more or
less works and gives a 30 minute frequency for the electric tram. A 20 minute service operates
while L53 has a break (the usual pattern being 3 trips, break, 2 or 3 trips, finish). The Trams do not
pass as the horses can pass a static Tram but not a moving one as they brush against it due to the
narrow track spacing.
The advertised 10:00 first car became 11:00. For the whole day 6 and 765 were to run in tandem
and as I was getting the depot ready for visitors I noticed the depot line indicators wink out and
everything died just as both cars were approaching Lakeside! A feverish visit to the sub saw power
restored and the day begin in earnest. (Thank you Alex) The first Horse car journey was given over
to the Mad Theatre Company (rather appropriate for associating with Heaton Park Tramway) who
were filming background for „Angels with Manky Faces‟ featuring a group of urchins travelling by
Tram. The sight of a Horse Tram full of Victorian children all singing and enjoying themselves
echoing Beamish only a few weeks before. They had also apparently filmed on the Black Country
Museum fairground, adding to the Tramway connection.
It was nice to welcome back some of our regular visitors (including a few who had been on the
very first trip last year) who enjoyed several trips. It was also nice to see the electric Trams in a
slightly different light. 6 was disguised as a wartime car complete with white paint, blue lamp
shades, wartime posters and headlamp masks. 765 was decked out with period posters and route
abandonment advertisements. All „modern‟ notices were removed. After helping to marshall
actors, keeping electric Trams and non period people out of the way, setting up the depot,
answering questions and Inspecting I managed
Blackpool 752 spent the day on the Lakeside siding, as
seen in this sunny view. John Whitehouse
to have some lunch and an hour off about 3 (!)
whilst Deputy Operations Manager Noel
stepped in as Duty Inspector, and then all too
soon the day came to a close but not before
we took the opportunity for an impromptu
photo shoot with all trams at Lakeside. We
intend to repeat this on the next Horse Tram
event on 12th July „Transport in art.‟ While all the
toys were being put away I beat a hasty retreat
to depot to cash up and take the display
stands down. Somehow 752 managed to get
Tramways Monthly August 2009
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refitted with a different swivel head during the end of day shunt – now that‟s quick work.
All in all a good day once again with the first 3 car service since 1996 (96, 600, 765) and the first
featuring a Horse Tram and 2 electric Trams. I was wondering when that would have last
happened anywhere until someone pointed out that L53 operated alongside 4 Trams and 2 buses
at Beamish, though admittedly not all at once. The doors were finally locked at 19:15. An enormous
thank you is due to everyone who put in an effort on the day and I hope you will beg my
indulgence by mentioning them all here . . . in no particular order Alex Gray, Bob Hill, Derek
Shepherd, Noel Bowes, Tony Molloy, Rebecca Palmer, Alan Williams, Dave Hooker, Geoff Senior,
Keith Terry, Iain Hatrick, Marjorie Whitehouse, Ben, Jake, Veronica, Keith, Leanne, Eric Hall, Walter
Amos, Mark Brailsford and apologies to anyone I‟ve overlooked!

For the first time ever, the entire Heaton Park tram fleet seen together at Lakeside,
consisting of (from left to right):
Leeds 6 (formerly Hull 96), hiding behind Blackpool works car 752, which is
alongside the two Manchester cars, 765 and Eades horse tram L53. John Whitehouse
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News in Pictures…

Picture Captions – Clockwise from top left







Manchester Metrolink 3001 seen at Hull Docks. This photo clearly shows the length of the tram and the
trailer that it is on! Paul Derrick
The lower saloon of Leeds 107 on display at Elland Road Stadium on 19th July. Tony Waddington
Sheffield 15 and Major the horse in action during the recent Edwardian Weekend at Crich Tramway
Village. Richard Lomas
Cardiff 131 and Chesterfield 8 in their revised positions in the Exhibition Hall at Crich. Dundee 21 is to
the right of the photo, just in shot. Jack Gordon
Stockport 5 seen on the centre track at North Pier, Blackpool, during its enthusiast tour on Saturday
18th July. Tony Waddington
Newly repaired at the end shown following its recent mishap, Centenary 642 rests at Bispham with 644
behind it, on 18th July. Tony Waddington
Tramways Monthly August 2009
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Special Feature...
UKRAINIAN TRAMWAYS
By Richard Lomas
Introduction
Ukraine is the second largest country
in Europe with a population of about 50
million. For most of the 20th century it was
part of the Soviet Union only becoming an
independent country in 1991. Many
Ukrainian tramways were opened in the
1930s and were extended after the Great
Patriotic War (WW II) to serve new housing
developments and factories. The Soviet
economic system was centrally planned in
Moscow with highly standardised vehicle
designs with little scope for diversification.

The two back to back Gotha trams which are very
similar to Berlin 3006 at Molochnoye.

One of the first standard designs was
a metal bodied 4-wheeler, the KTM1 in
1947 followed by the KTM2 in 1961. None of
these remain in service but some survive as works cars. The bogie KTM5 was introduced in 1969 and
some 14,400 were built until 1992. About 1,400 KTM8s were built between 1990 and 2001 and KTM
series trams from the Ust Katav factory are still being supplied to Russian tramways.
MTV82s were built in Moscow between 1947 and 1949 and then production was transferred
to Riga until 1966 when they were replaced by the PCC inspired RVZ6 of which some 6,000 were
built until 1988 when the Riga factory concentrated on railway rolling stock. Tatra trams were
imported in large numbers between 1963 and the breakup of the Soviet Union in 1991. The most
numerous were 11,000 T3s followed by 1,000 of the more angular T3Ms and finally a handful of T3Ms
were assembled in Ukraine from parts acquired from Tatra when the Prague factory closed. This
design has been superseded by the totally Ukrainian K1 which still has a high floor. The T3s were
directly based on PCC technology with
four motors, mechanical accelerators
A 1994 KTM8 with the centre door mechanism
and very heavy current consumption. The
exposed at Mariupol.
T3M has mono-motor bogies and
electronic control systems. All of these
trams are single ended and most were
built to the Russian gauge of 1524 mm
with a small number of metre gauge
Tatras and Gothas imported from the DDR
(East Germany).
Ukraine in 2009
It is very easy to visit Ukraine at
present, no visas are required and the
former Soviet travel restrictions have
disappeared. There has been very little
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investment in urban public transport and the tramway and trolleybus systems are „clapped out‟
and service levels are reducing. The gap is
being filled by privately owned minibuses
which ar e used by everyone except
pensioners who travel free on trams and
trolleybuses.
The condition of the tram track and
overhead is far below the standards of
western Europe but on the other hand it
copes with very cold winters and hot
summers. Rail joints are fish plated and quite
often have had make shift welded repairs.
Electric points are virtually unknown with
We visited this depot at Donetsk and the retro tram
drivers having to get out at junctions
had been driven out for pictures alongside one of the
wielding a point iron. Breakdowns and
latest K1s.
interruptions to the service are frequent and
the mostly female crews are very adept at coupling trams and pushing them back to the depot
because they get a lot of practice. Uniforms are unknown but simple orange cotton jackets are
sometimes worn when manually changing points etc. The trams themselves are simply worn out
and kept going by improvised repairs and reducing standards. For example upholstered seats are
replaced by wooden seats and lighting circuits are disconnected. Many trams being lit by just five
bulbs down one side. It is unusual to find a KTM5 with all three doors working. Service speeds are
very slow especially on downhill sections on KTM5s.
In the Soviet Union conductors had been replaced with honesty based self service ticket
systems but now conductors have returned selling simple numbered paper tickets from a roll or a
pad. Sometimes they have identity badges and sometimes they don‟t. Once someone tried to buy
a ticket from me and it is easy to spot tickets being sold out of sequence etc. I also found that I
could travel free as pensioners are not issued with passes and conductors ignore anyone who looks
old. The fare was usually 1 Hrivna (just less than 9p) and the competing minibuses usually charged
1.5 or 2 Hrivna.
Timetables are unknown. Sometimes there is a simple board giving the service intervals at
different times of the day such as 5:56
and every 34 mins until 20:46. The
problem is that these boards are not
updated very often so that that
service interval is often completely
different at each end of a route
although there are no short working s.
There are few trams after 21:00 as the
pensioners will have gone to bed.
We
visited
southern
and
eastern Ukraine partly travelling with
a group organised by Ian Longworth
and partly travelling on our own by
train. The first tramway we visited was
MOLOCHNOYE which is the smallest
A 1960 Gotha control trailer on the shuttle service to
and the newest tramway in Ukraine. It
the station in Yevpatoria
is 1.5 km long from a seaside rest
home for Chernobyl victims to the beach, and opened in 1989. There are just two second hand
Gotha cars coupled back to back. YEVPATORIA is a small town tramway that opened in 1914. It is
Tramways Monthly August 2009
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all single track except for a post war extension to the main route 1. Route 1 is operated by Tatra
KT4s and the other three routes by Gothas.
The first typical Soviet tramway was
at MARIUPOL which is a polluted steelworking town on the Sea of Azov. Most of
the trams are KTM5s with their unique
sliding do ors although there are a handful
of KTM8s and newly built K1s. Some of the
services to a steel works are very infrequent
as some members of the group discovered.
We next visited DONETSK which is the
regional capital on the Donbas mining
area. The tramway has three groups of
routes radiating from separate city centre
terminals. All are operated by T3s except
A 1985 Tatra T3 at Odesskaya
for a few T3Ms and K1s on the station route.
We had a tour on a preserved MTV82
which was delayed because of an incident requiring the attention of sever al tower wagons. The
Donetsk routes are mostly on private right of way and could be upgraded into a modern light rail
network. To the north of Donetsk there are a number o f smaller mining and industrial towns where
tramways are clinging on but only just. KRAMATORSK has two routes with off-peak service intervals
of every 17 and 25 minutes. I think there were 4 KTM5s in service during the morning however the
trams were in better condition than most. There was only one tram in service during our visit to
DRUZHKOVKA on route 2. One of the two cars on route 1 had broken down in the late afternoon
and the service was abandoned for the day. The hand written timetable for route 2 showed the
first journey at 6:50 and the last at 16:52. There is just one route in AVDEYEVKA linking the shops and
flats to a chemical works and two trams were in use during the morning. The KONSTANTINOVKA
tramway has the target of running four trams per day but on our visit only two were serviceable –
one on all-day service and the other at peaks hours only. We were able to boost their takings by
hiring this car for a mid-day trip.
The next day we left the group and travelled by train to DNEPROPETROVSK which is another
regional capital on the banks of the river Dnieper. This is another branch of Tatraland with just two
routes operated by KTM5s and KTM8s, all others being Tatras. The main route from the station
through the city centre is operated by coupled cars including some refurbished T3s from Schwerin
in Germany. This and a couple of other routes are still operating at about 5 minute intervals in the
late afternoon. A „retro‟ tram which I
suspect is based on a KTM1 under frame
was operating between the city centre
and the station most afternoons and
evenings at a premium fare of 14p. We
visited neighboring DNEPRODZERZHINSK
travelling on minibuses which operated on
the „wait until you have full load and then
go as fast as you can‟ principle. There are
four tram routes with Tatras and KTMs
operating on the same routes which all
pass the huge steelworks.
There are usually lots of spare trams parked outside

The next slow train trip took us to
depots. The question is how many of them are
KRIVOY ROG another coal mining and
serviceable? This is at Donetsk.
industrial town which has a conventional
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tramway and an express tramway. The express tramway is entirely on private right of way with no
street crossings and a two station tunnel section under the town centre. It is operated as a light
metro with admission to the station platform by turnstile and with a dispatcher controlling
departures which are operated by trams, usually coupled pairs of T3s. It opened in 1986 with an
extension in 1999 but it has suffered from the same neglect as street tramways. We boarded at the
open air town terminus where two back to back KTM8s were waiting. These have been modified
with perimeter seating. We travelled through the two tunnel stations and at the first surface station
we were on the wrong line and got off along with everyone else to walk a few yards to a turning
circle and another tram. On the other track was a KTM5 works car at the back of a coupled T3 set
which had had its track brakes removed
from the rear bogie and replaced by a
'dolly' with two very small wheels. We
couldn't look too closely because there
were several paramilitary looking policemen
and who knows who else. The KTM8 was
operating a single-line three-station shuttle
and the service cars were turning short.
Another slow train took us to
ZAPOROZHYE and another run down
tramway with an all Tatra fleet. Having
checked into the Hotel Intourist we walked
down to the tramway but no trams seemed
Typical roadside track in Donetsk.
to be running. A short walk revealed
another tower wagon incident with the
running wire down on the road. However it was repaired remarkably quickly and a tram with a
strange shaped pantograph pushed back to the depot. The next day we travelled over the whole
system enjoying a wait in excess of an hour for a supposedly frequent service. The next day we
returned to Dnepropetrovsk on an up market minibus and explored the remaining routes including
the 15 which has a long stretch running in the middle of a dirt road.
My camera broke down in Krivoy Rog so I hope very much to return next year hopefully
when the weather is not quite so hot, perhaps as an add-on to Ian Longworth‟s proposed spring
break in Odessa...

A turning circle known as Ploshad Budyonnovskaya
with a colliery slag heap in the background.
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Tramcar News
Blackpool Balloon car 703 appears to have been withdrawn from service. This isn't a massive
surprise since its advert was transferred onto sister car 712, and it therefore becomes the sixth
Balloon to be withdrawn (excluding 720 which is being rebuilt and so will run again in Blackpool). As
well as severe body leaks, 703's underframe is thought to be in a bad way and will almost certainly
need to be replaced if the tram is to run again, and there is also a problem with one of its
staircases. 703 has not had any major work done to it since the 1960s and is a very popular tram
amongst enthusiasts - being a tram of great character it is sincerely hoped that it can be preserved
somewhere in the future. It will be interesting to see if the car will be revived during the illuminations
at all, particularly as it is listed to run as part of the 'Farewell to Fleetwood' event in November.
London United 159 continues to make steady progress in the Crich workshop. Recent work has
included painting the staircases and preparing them for final fitting, as well as continued work on
the upper deck seats.
Blackpool 166 has been withdrawn due to a problem with the motors. This is very disappointing
news to come at the start of the summer, especially as 166 has only run approximately 1500 miles in
service since its motors were last overhauled. Hopefully the tram will receive the repairs before too
long, as it is probably the most popular tram at Crich with the general public.
Leeds 345 has also been withdrawn (noticing a pattern here?). The tram has been diagnosed as
having a problem with its bearings, as well as a number of other issues that have come to light.
Although it is unlikely to be missed as greatly as 166, the news will be a blow to the Tramcar
Sponsorship Organisation who funded the car's restoration, only to see it taken out of service little
more than three years later. It is understood that 345 will need to be lifted for it to be repaired, and
that this job is not currently a very high priority.
London Transport 1622 spent a brief spell out of service too due a fault with its sanding equipment.
Thankfully this was quickly repaired and it returned to use on 5th July.

Special Feature...
Horse Trams Become Crich’s ‘Mane’ Attraction!
By Andrew Waddington
Saturday 5th July saw a new-look Enthusiast's
Tram Event take place at Crich Tramway
Village. The undisputed highlight of the day was
a line-up of four horse trams - Chesterfield 8,
Oporto 9, Sheffield 15 and Cardiff 21 - on the
depot fan. This took place during the afternoon,
and it was pleasing to see the main line-up
happen reasonably early, so that visitors who
had to leave early were able to see it. All four
trams were positioned perfectly, and even the
sun shone on them! After a time the cars were
put away again, with Cardiff 21 being put in
Horse cars Cardiff 21, Oporto 9, Sheffield 15
the Exhibition Hall entrance behind the dummy
and Chesterfield 8 were arguably the stars of
horse which normally pulls Chesterfield 8!
the day. Dan Heeley
Meanwhile, 15 was left in the main depot ready
for it's role at the Edwardian Weekend, whilst the other two were returned to the Exhibition Hall.
Other attractions during the day included another great line-up of all three operational works cars
- Cardiff 131, Sheffield 330 and Blackpool loco 717 - and at about 2:30pm there was an Eastern
European photo opportunity with Prague 180 and Halle 902 side by side. During the morning an
advertised photo op at Wakebridge proved rather less exciting, as it consisted of nothing more
than
five
trams
passing,
with
no
apparent
theme
at
all.
There appeared to be a shortage of volunteers on this day, as is all too often the case at Crich
these days. Despite this, a very respectable thirteen trams ran in service, with some of the crews
changing trams after lunch. The full list of cars that ran is: Blackpool & Fleetwood 2, Chesterfield 7,
Blackpool 40, Southampton 45, Johannesburg 60, Paisley 68, Sheffield 74, Oporto 273, Metropolitan
331, Leeds 399, Liverpool 869, London 1622 and Berlin 3006.
Despite a few showers in the
morning,
the
weather
soon
improved and it was warm and
sunny for most of the day. Although
the early part of the day was very
quiet, the horse tram line-up was
truly spectacular and certainly
made
up
for
any
other
disappointments.

Works cars Blackpool 717, Cardiff 131 and Sheffield 330 were
lined up on the depot fan. Dan Heeley Tramways Monthly August 2009
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Tram Driver for a day!
Become a Seaton Tram Driver for the day with one of our driving
experience courses. The courses are very "hands-on", giving you
the chance to enjoy maximum time at the controls and drive in
the same conditions as our own staff drivers. The course also
includes a guided tour of the Tramway's HQ at Riverside Depot,
giving the chance to see behind the scenes of our unique
operation. At the conclusion of your course, you receive a
commemorative certificate and souvenir to remind you of a
great day out. Seaton Tramway is offering Tramways Monthly
readers a 10% discount on either a Half or Full Day Course.
There are two courses available:
1) Half Day Course
Start time 0930 or 1400. The course lasts for two or three hours,
depending on whether there are one or two participants. Each
person gets one round trip (six miles) of driving.
The cost is £95, inclusive of VAT, and you may bring up to three
guest passengers, who ride at a special rate of £10.00 each.
These prices include the ride on the tram, Depot Visit and
refreshments at the Tram Stop Restaurant. You and your guests
will also enjoy free travel on the trams for the rest of the day,
either before or after your lesson.
2) Whole Day Course
Start time 0930, finishing at 1645. The course consists of three full
round trips, plus two short workings to intermediate points along
the line, a grand total of 24 miles. The course can be shared
between two or more people if desired; extra participants are
charged at guest rate (see below).
The cost is £235, inclusive of VAT, and you may bring up to six
guest passengers, who ride at a special rate of £20.00 each.
These prices include the rides on the tram, Depot Visit, plus
morning tea/coffee, Lunch and an afternoon Cream Tea at the
Tram Stop Restaurant. Your guests may ride on the service trams
during the day if they so wish.
TO CLAIM YOUR 10% DISCOUNT ON A HALF DAY COURSE OR WHOLE DAY
COURSE PLEASE QUOTE TRAMWAYS MONTHLY.

Urban transit

News in brief
New train makes
passenger run!

first

The 21st July marked the first
public service run of the new
Victoria Line trains on the
London
Underground.
The
trains, designated “2009 Stock”,
have been built by Bombardier
Transportation at their Derby
works. The train was extensively
tested
during
engineering
hours, and has now been
released to revenue-making
service for several trips each
night. The number of runs will
be slowly increased with
daytime runs expected to take
place later in the year when
further trains arrive.

Two more Underground
stations refurbished
Covent Garden and London
Waterloo have become the
68th and 69th stations to be
refurbished
across
the
Underground network by Tube
Lines since 2003, leaving just 30
stations to go which are due to
be
finished
by
mid-2010.
Covent Garden station has
seen the replacement of over
24,000 tiles to the original
design, as well as a new train
indicator board informing users
of train times. Waterloo has
seen the installation of over
150km of power, fire and
communications cabling, as
well as new lighting and tiling,
in additiong to 40 new help
points and 202 new cameras to
improve customer safety.

Welcome to the Urban Transit section.
This month, we‟ve created a new section for urban
transport in an attempt to widen our coverage of
transport related news. We‟ll be covering news and
features related to all areas of urban transit such as
Crossrail, London Underground, Centro, Tyne and Wear
Metro as well as other networks around the world.
We will welcome any reader submissions, including articles,
photos or comments, for this section. If you would like to
submit an article for this section , please email your
submissions to urbantransit@tramways-monthly.com.
As always, any feedback would be very much
appreciated. These can be posted on our forum at
http://forum.tramways-monthly.com/
or
sent
to
editor@tramways-monthly.com.

Midland Metro city centre extension
funding approved
The government has approved the £30 million funding
required for Centro to extend the Midland Metro into
Wolverhampton city centre. Another £25 million pounds
was granted to partly fund a £70 million scheme to link
Birmingham Snow Hill stop and New Street, as part of New
Street‟s redevelopment plan.
This is part of a number of extension and enhancement
schemes, for the Midland Metro, which Centro have
proposed to the government. Other schemes include a
proposed extension from Wednesbury to Brierley Hill and
the Birmingham Metro scheme which proposes a route
from Snow Hill to Stephenson Street. There is also a plan to
build a fleet of 25 new, longer trams for which funding has
been approved by the government.

Tram-Trains for Hampshire?
Plans for a high-frequency tram-train service between
Southampton and Fareham have been backed by the
Transport for South Hampshire joint committee. Should the
ambitious multi-million pound scheme be realized then
modern hybrid vehicles would replace standard heavy-rail
trains on the route.
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Urban transit
Northern line extension?
An £850 million scheme to extend the Northern line from
Kennington to Battersea Power Station has been proposed,
and Transport for London, Lambeth and Wandsworth
councils and Mayor of London Boris Johnson have
approached the Government for permission to raise funds
for the scheme. The funds would be raised using a method
not previously used in the UK – tax increment financing,
which is commonly used in the USA – and also the sale of
council bonds.

Bond Street re-development moves
forwards
The re-development of London‟s Bond Street station has
moved forward with the shortlisting of four companies by
TfL to tender for the work, which will see a capacity boost
with the creation of a new ticket hall and station entrance
to the noth side of Oxford Street, as well as the installation
of additional passageways and escalators below ground.
The work, which will start next year, is being done to ready
the station for the arrival of Crossrail, which will serve the
station by 2017. The station will also be given step-free
access to the street from all platforms and interchanges.
The work is expected to cost somewhere in the region of
£300 million.

East London Line project to be split into
three parts
In order to meet its deadline of May 2012, prior to the
London Olympic Games, the East London Line (ELL)
Project to connect Surrey Quays with Clapham Junction is
to be divided into three work phases. Phase 1, which is the
biggest of the three, involves building a 1.3km line to
connect the ELL to the existing rail infrastructure. This phase
will be completed by Transport for London. Network Rail
will complete phases 2 and 3, involving the construction of
a rail line to connect Old Kent Road Junction to the
existing South London Line near South Bermondsey station
and the removal of the existing lineside equipment to
reinstate a former platform at Clapham Junction. The total
work under the East London Line project will complete the
London Overground rail network, and will also create an
orbital railway around the capital.
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News in brief
TfL unveils Class 378s
The first of 54 new 3-car Class 378s
electric multiple units for use on the
London Overground services was
unveiled at Willesden Junction station
on the 13th July in the precense of the
Mayor of London, Boris Johnson, and
London‟
Transport
Commissioner,
Peter Hendy.

Crossrail central section
delivery partners
Project management: Cross London
Rail Links Limited (Crossrail) - a wholly
owned subsidiary of TfL
Programme partner: Transcend (a
joint venture between AECOM, CH2M
Hill and Nichols Group)
Project delivery partner: Bechtel
Limited with Halcrow and Systra as
key supply chain partners
Design frameworks contractors:
Aedas Group Ltd, Atkins Ltd, BDP Ltd,
Capita Symonds Ltd, Halcrow Group
Ltd, Hyder Consulting (UK) Ltd, Jacobs
Engineering U.K. Ltd, Mott MacDonald
Ltd, Ove Arup & Partners International
Ltd, Parsons Brinckerhoff Ltd, Scott
Wilson Railways Ltd, and WSP UK
Limited.
Construction frameworks contractors:
Site Facilities: Select Plant Hire
Company Ltd, BAM Nuttall Ltd
and Fitzpatrick Contractors
Ltd.
Demolition: Laing O‟Rourke
Construction, John F Hunt
Demolition Ltd, McGee Group
Ltd, Keltbray Ltd, Brown &
Mason Ltd, PJ Carey
(Contractors) Ltd, BAM Nuttall
Ltd, Kier Construction Ltd and
McGee Group Ltd.
Civils: Laing O‟Rourke
Construction, Costain Skanska
Construction JV UK Ltd,
Carillion Civils Engineering, Kier
Construction Ltd, Morgan Est
Ltd, J Murphy & Sons Ltd and
Balfour Beatty Ltd.
Utilities: Morgan Est Ltd, Costain
Skanska Construction JV UK
Ltd, McNicholas, J Murphy &
Sons Limited, Clancy Docwra
and Laing O‟Rourke
Construction.

Crich Enthusiasts’ Tram Event
Pictorial By Tony Waddington

A photo opportunity at Wakebridge, with Sheffield railgrinder 330 heading a line-up of
Oporto 273 and Chesterfield 7.
Shortly afterwards, Sheffield 330 was posed outside the workshop - this time with two
fellow works vehicles; Blackpool locomotive 717 and the star of 2009, Cardiff 131.

Later in the day, Prague 180 was moved into Depot V so that it could be photographed
alongside fellow East European tram, Halle 902.
Cardiff 21 sits in the sunshine next to the Tramway Museum Society's oldest tramcar,
Oporto 9.

The full line-up of all four restored horse cars at Crich: Cardiff 21, Oporto 9, Sheffield 15
and Chesterfield 8.

At the end of the day, the giant Feltham MET 331 dwarfs Chesterfield 8 as both trams
are prepared to be put away following the day's adventures.

Visiting horse tram Cardiff 21 has taken Chesterfield 8’s place in the Exhibition Hall.
This view has changed again with the move of John Bull to the Workshop. Dan Heeley

Although not technically part of the advertised programme, the Enthusiast's Tram
Event at Crich provided a good chance to see London cars 331 and 1622 side by side
at Town End, when both trams were taking their lunch breaks.

Cardiff 131 seen at Wakebridge whilst on a demonstration run, as London Transport
1622 arrives from Town End on a journey to Glory Mine.

An unusual view of four trams which are seperated by a wall! On the left hand side of
the Exhibition Hall are Douglas 1 and Newcastle 102, whilst the two 21s (hailing from
Dundee and Cardiff respectively) are on the right. Scenes like this are only possible
when the Exhibition Hall doors are fully open like this.

Dublin LUAS Red Line C1 Extension
23rd April 2009 By Tim Moss

Focus...
8th-16th August
Transport Week

–

MOSI

A very special transport exhibition
being
held
at
this
highly
respected museum, which will
hopefully include two visiting
trams: the Eades reversible horse
tram Manchester L53, and steam
tram engine John Bull. There will
also be many classic cars, steam
vehicles, fire engines and more
on display in the lower yard. In
addition,
the
Heaton
Park
Tramway is scheduled to operate
throughout the week and it is
hoped to have two cars in service
on both 9th & 16th August.

30th/31st August – Crich
Transport Extravaganza
A unique moving celebration of
vintage
transport,
as
Crich
Tramway Village comes to life
with old cars, buses and other
vehicles parading along the
street and mingling with the trams
to re-create a 'rush hour'
atmosphere from days gone by.
There will be a whole host of other
attractions to keep the whole
family entertained, making Crich
the perfect destination for a Bank
Holiday day out!

Got an Event not listed?
You can easily add it to future
event calendars by adding it to
our online events diary at
http://www.tramwaysmonthly.com - all you need is an
account. Alternatively, email us
at
events@tramwaysmonthly.com and we will add it
for you!

Events...
Date
30th July-5th
August
2nd August
8th/9th August

Event
Isle of Man
Transport Festival
Emergency
Vehicles Day
1940’s Weekend

8th-16th August

MOSI Transport
Week

12th August

5th September
6th September

Tapas Evening
and Tram Ride
Transport
Extravaganza
Seaton Carnival
Beetle Drive

6th September

Trans Lanc Rally

12th/13th
September

Heritage Days

12th September
16th September

Colyton Carnival
Late Evening
Event
Classic Ford Event

30th/31st August

20th September
26th September
29th October

31st October/1st
November

31st October

Colyford Goose
Fair
Bangers, Mash
and Beer (Child soft drink) and
Tram Ride
SELNEC 40

Starlight
Halloween

Location
Isle of Man
Crich Tramway
Village
Crich Tramway
Village
Manchester
Museum of
Science and
Industry/Heaton
Park Tramway
Seaton Tramway
Crich Tramway
Village
Seaton Tramway
Crich Tramway
Village
Heaton Park
Tramway
Manchester
Museum of
Science and
Industry
Seaton Tramway
Seaton Tramway
Crich Tramway
Village
Seaton Tramway
Seaton Tramway

Manchester
Museum of
Science and
Industry
Crich Tramway
Village

We aim to be accurate with all details carried, however errors
may occur. We advise that you check before travelling to a
particular event. Bolded Events will incur an extra cost.
Back Page: Stockport 5 operated a full system tour on 18th July, the highlight of which was a rare
opportunity to photograph the tram alongside Bolton 66, as captured here at North Pier with the Tower in
the background. Tony Waddington

